
 

 

 

You are a Python developer at heart and looking for a fresh and thrilling challenge?  
Just join us and take one of Europe’s top apps to the next level! 

FAMILO is the app for the most important social network in life - your family. Based on our  
extraordinary in-house developed mobile location technologies, nearly 1 million users all 
over the world enjoy enhanced family communication every day. 
 

What you can expect 
We offer startup-atmosphere in a small, motivated team with flat hierarchies and best working climate, located in 
Hamburg’s hippest neighborhood Sternschanze as well as Berlin Mitte. Together with six experienced developers 
you get the chance to learn a lot and you have the opportunity to build and grow a great product for users world-
wide. In addition to spontaneous table football games you can expect great team events and you'll  find yourself 
comfortable with us! FAMILO has been recognized as one of „Germany’s most innovative mobile companies“. 
 

Your Task 
You will implement new API components, automate the deployment process, improve the monitoring and develop 
loadtests to simulate millions of concurrent users to make sure our servers are running performantly and securely 
under heavy load. 

We are looking forward to meeting you via Skype or in person in our office in  Sternstr. 97,  20357 Hamburg.   
Send an email to info@familo.net or call +49 176 495 592 59.  Now try out the FAMILO app:  https://www.familo.net/en/ 

Python Engineer /DevOps 
Hamburg or Berlin, permanent position 

Requirements 
•Strong hands-on experience with Python 
•Experience in developing scalable web applications 
•Experience with the Linux system administration 
•Experience with deployment tools like Ansible 
•Experience with Nginx, Redis and MongoDB desirable but 

not required 
 

Our Technology Stack 
•DNS-load-balancing cdc 
•Nginx as reverse-proxy 
•Tornado/Python as application layer 
•MongoDB as persistence layer 
•Redis as messaging middleware 
•Ubuntu Linux as operating system 
•Ansible for deployment 
•Nagios, InfluxDB and Grafana for monitoring 


